In a good overview of electrode nomenclature, Seeck et al. (2017) describe the methods for naming recording regions between the major 10-20 electrode nomenclature locations. This excellent presentation describes and illustrates current ideas about high density sampling sites.
The text overlooks and mistakenly cites some early steps in development of the 10-10 system electrode nomenclature, which is the extension of the original 10-20 electrode system of the International Federation. Jasper (1958) originally presented at the 1957 Brussels IV International EEG Congress the 10-20 System that was developed as a committee consensus on EEG electrode nomenclature. It was published in volume 10 of the EEG journal. By the 1980s, a number of different nomenclatures had developed about filling gaps between those principal 10-20 electrode sites. Four of the competing systems were described and in common use by the mid-1980s (Nuwer, 1987) . To try to resolve the confusion among these competing nomenclatures and settle on one preferred method, the American Electroencephalographic Society (1991) adopted a single standardized nomenclature, later republished in 1994 in a compendium of society guidelines. This 10-10 system nomenclature was developed with widespread input including my personal discussions with Herbert Jasper, who approved this particular naming extension to the basic 10-20 system.
Building on this initiative, the International Federation published a guideline in 1998 (Nuwer et al., 1998) , describing the 10-10, or 10%, extension of the 10-20 system nomenclature (see Fig. 1 ). This 1998 extension is basically the same as that published in 1991 by the American Electroencephalographic Society with minor edits and comments. The 1998 International Federation 10-10 system guideline was adopted by a committee with representation from all Federation Chapters and after a commentary period from the national societies worldwide.
The work by Seeck et al. provides an excellent natural extension of this earlier work in the field. I hope the added information above places their work in a better historical context.
